EDIT WP5 & 6 Meeting: Planning the Web Platform -- Berlin 30.11.2006

Participants: DR: Dave Roberts, WB: Walter Berendsohn, MCE: Malte C. Ebach, AG Anton Güntsch, MD Markus Döring

Aim of Meeting

· To establish what tools WP6 requires for their database management system

· To establish which tools WP5 can validate

· Clarify aims and relationship of WP5+6

Discussion

· Source data are regular taxonomic publications. Because of copyright problems (usually publishers own exclusive rights) not all publications can be parsed and essentially “republished” on the web. Therefore WP6 will restrict its work on publications that EDIT institutions hold the copyright of. That is the case for institutions running their own journal, e.g. the BGBM, Kew, etc. Originally only new publications were considered just before they go into press. There might still be a rights issue here too.

· Publications will be marked up with based on XML schemas. Schemas considered so far are TaxonX (AMNH) and TaxonMLit (Anna Weitzmann & Chris Lyal) with TaxonX being the least atomised one.

· Parsing tools and aids for manually marking up documents need to be investigated. Kew is very experienced in parsing floras and should be contacted. The GoldenGate software claims to speed up the markup process by 75% compared to regular text editors.

· The marked-up XML files from existing taxonomic revsions will be entered into a database management system. As an intermediate step an XML database might be used.

· The database management system will have three user groups 1. Taxonomists – who require all data; 2. Naïve users – who require identification tools & Keys; 3. CATE users – taxonomists that continuously do revisionary work on the web being published in real time without a printed version.

· The output from the taxonomist group will reenter the system via the publication/markup path. Thus only fixed versions (published on paper) are used in the system (different from CATE). The might be a shortcut directly from the revisionary work result to a marked up document bypassing the parsing/tagging stage.

· The database management system requires several types of data including descriptions, keys, images, bibliographic references, geographical occurences, type and specimen information. 

· WP5 wants to use validation and thesaurus tools to integrate data for presentation. Existing tools found in GBIF (ECAT, david remsen) might help. 

Actions & Decisions

· WP6 provide a work flow plan of the import and export system of taxonomic data into a database management system. 

· WP5 report on schema comparison for all data types found in monographs

· WP6 develops and performs parsing

· The NHM will very likely not be capable of hosting the “community server” needed for WP6. The BGBM might be able to take over this task based on a formal agreement between NHM and BGBM. The task of defining the community server functionality would still remain with WP6.

· DR confirms that WP6 will not use CATE as its central storage facility. CATE will serve as one of the possible publication tools connected to the WP6 “data warehouse”. Therefore, migrating source data sets such as published or pre-published monographs as well as data sets generated directly by WP6 is not within scope of WP5 or WP6.

